
 
GREENSIDE FILM FACTORY 

People, Places, Things – Who, Where, What? 
Green Stage, Theatre in the Summer Term 2018 

 
STAR Day Planning: Summer 1 - 2018             Y4 Class Teacher: Rachel Donaldson 
 
Class Film Text: The Greatest Showman                                           Class Book/ Text: Circus Skills / 101 Circus Games (Instructional Texts) 

 

WEEK 1 THEME:  The Greatest Show on Earth 

Monday 16th April - Wednesday 18th April  

Learning Experiences: 
Whole school film immersion days. We will watch The Wizard of Oz, 
take part in a range of learning activities based on the film and create 
our school corridor displays. 
 
Our learning experiences will include: 
1. ‘Film Critics – sound bites’. The Wizard of Oz - 1939. 
Students can write a sentence or two that captures their reactions/ 
thoughts about the film for our Film Critic Board. Best handwriting 
and GPS on shapes of paper I will give you on the day! 
The more profound/ amusing/ original the better.  
Some could also capture their favourite moment from the film. 
Best done as soon as you return from the Screening. 
 
2. Interpretations of the Film stills 
Each class should discuss the scene(s) that their class is going to 
reproduce for the corridor display. Each student should then 1st have 
time to sketch/ draw/ make an original interpretation to show an 
original interpretation. They could use glorious Technicolor, black 
and white only, a Picasso interpretation, a Kandinsky interpretation 
or an Andy Warhol interpretation! Imagination is everything! 
 
3. Somewhere over the rainbow 
The class will then write a poem in groups -  one for each of the 
characters; what is over the rainbow for them? How will their lives 
change?  

Skills: 

 
  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate 

form and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such 

choices can change and enhance meaning in narratives, describing settings, 
characters and atmosphere and integrating dialogue to convey character and 
advance the action using a wide range of devices to build cohesion within and 
across paragraphs 

Speaking and Listening 
● I participate in – 1.discussions             2.performances      3.role play      

4.improvisations    5.debates. 
● I gain/maintain/monitor interest of listeners. 
● I consider and evaluate different viewpoints, attending to and building on 

contribution of others. 
 
Show a clear understanding of the following –  
● WORD – Standard English forms for verb inflections instead of local spoken 

forms (for example, we were instead of we was, I did instead of I done) 
● TERMINOLOGY – 1.determiner     2.pronoun    3.possessive pronoun    

4.adverbial 
 
Reading Tree Skills: (Ongoing selection through the half term) 



 
 
World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions 
What is a circus? When did they start? Who started them? Why was 
the circus created and why do people go to a circus? 
 
Learning about & through Film: Film Analysis/ Film Making 
GREATEST SHOWMAN 
English: We will watch the official trailer of the Greatest Showman 
and discuss the advert. We will section the story into storyboards… 
BUT, we will have some blank boxes - can the students add what will 
happen and make predictions about parts of the story we don't know 
from the advert? 
 
GPS: we will look at possessive apostrophes and contractions - is it 
Barnums’ Band or Barnum’s Band? Is it the bearded lady’s or 
bearded ladys’... 
 
STEM: 
The theme this week will be the circus and the iconic tent throughout 
history. The class will spread a timeline of the circus encompassing 
the classroom on the walls.  
We will create a tent within the classroom, play parachute games 
and then look at the shapes that it creates in a mathematical sense 
including perimeters of tents, converting between length units, 
diameters and circumferences of different tents, and the shapes 
including angles of those shapes that can be tessellated to make 
fabulous patterned tents. 
The class will then take this history and tents theme through to their 
art work and look at circus posters throughout history - attempting to 
recreate one of them. They will also have to deal with some tricky 

● continuing to read and discuss an increasingly wide range of books 
● reading books that are structured in different ways and reading for a range of 

purposes 
● increasing their familiarity with a wide range of books 
● recommending books that they have read to their peers, giving reasons for their 

choices 
● identifying and discussing themes and conventions in and across a wide range 

of writing 
● making comparisons within and across books 
● learning a wider range of poetry by heart 
● preparing poems and plays to read aloud and to perform, showing 

understanding through intonation, tone and volume so that the meaning is clear 
to an audience 

● understand what they read by: 
o checking that the book makes sense to them, discussing their 

understanding and exploring the meaning of words in context 
o asking questions to improve their understanding 
o drawing inferences such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and 

motives from their actions, and justifying inferences with evidence 
o predicting what might happen from details stated and implied 
o summarizing the main ideas drawn from more than one paragraph, 

identifying key details that support the main ideas 
o identifying how language, structure and presentation contribute to 

meaning 
● discuss and evaluate how authors use language, including figurative language, 

considering the impact on the reader 
● distinguish between statements of fact and opinion 
● retrieve, record and present information from non-fiction 
● participate in discussions about books that are read to them and those they can 

read for themselves, building on their own and others’ ideas and challenging 
views courteously 

● explain and discuss their understanding of what they have read, including 
through formal presentations and debates, maintaining a focus on the topic and 
using notes where necessary provide reasoned justifications for their views 

 
STEM 
●  compare and classify geometric shapes including quadrilaterals and triangles. 
●   read, write and convert time between analogue and digital 12 and 24 hour 

clocks.  
●   solve problems involving converting from hours to minutes, minutes to 

seconds, years to months, weeks to days. 
● Convert between different units of measure eg kilometre to metre. 
● Measure and calculate the perimeter of a rectilinear figure (including squares) 

in cm and m 



timetabling of the acts of the grand finale - Barnum is throwing a 
charity night and needs help making sure the acts run to schedule 
(this will challenge the students understanding of time and adding 
time, converting to 24 hour etc.) 
 
Reading Tree:  
We will start a 6 week series of instructional texts, this week reading 
“how to juggle” and discussing - then creating - a list of ‘features of 
instructional texts’ to put beside their Non-Fiction and Newspaper 
lists which they created last term. 
 

● Identify lines of symmetry in 2D shapes presented in different orientations. 
● Complete a simple symmetric figure with respect to a specific line of symmetry. 

 
 
Art 
● Be able to suggest ways of improving own work 
● Be able to comment on works of art 
●  Be able to choose materials and techniques which are appropriate for their   

task 
●  Be able to talk about works of art, giving reasons for their opinions 
●  Be able to communicate through visual and tactile forms 

Friday 20th April   

Learning Experiences: 
 
Friday Big Write  
Linking our Tin Man (Wizard of Oz) theme and our circus week the 
students will continue the opener: 
I stepped onto the tightrope for the very first time, standing high, so 
high, above the circus ring. My heart was… 
Focusing on using possessive punctuation and emotive language.  
 
Messy Maths: Barnum has completed the posters for next week. 
But he made a mistake on the difference between the performance 
start/finish time… students must correct all the performances. 
 
 
PE/ Sports: PE/ Sports: Students will be practising and completing 
athletics skills and drills in preparation for Sports Day. This week 
they will be participating in a game of kick-ball in order to recap the 
teamwork and throwing and catching skills that they covered last 
term. We will use this game to help us to identify areas for 
improvement and skills that we need to practise. 

Skills:  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate 

form and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where 

necessary 
● in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters and 

settings in what students have read, listened to or seen performed 
● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such 

choices can change and enhance meaning 
 

●   read, write and convert time between analogue and digital 12 and 24 hour 
clocks.  

●   solve problems involving converting from hours to minutes, minutes to 
seconds, years to months, weeks to days. 

 

WEEK 2 THEME:  Flashbacks  - This is Me 

Monday 23rd April – Wednesday 25th April  

Learning Experiences: This week we will be studying the first part of 
the film “The Greatest Showman’ where Barnum has flashback to his 
youth as a unwanted shoe-shine boy falling in love with Charity, a rich 
girl. This starting point will allow us to really think deeply about 
Barnum’s story and how the film draws us further into his character 
with flashbacks: to add character references, elaborate his past and 
help you understand why he created a circus for people that were 
different.  
 

Skills:

 
 



World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions 
How does your childhood shape your future? Can you achieve 
anything you want? What are your ‘million dreams? What do you 
envision your future world to look like? 
 
Learning about & through Film: Film Analysis/ Film Making 
 
English Carousel: Exploring flashbacks 
The class will discuss and brainstorm - what is a flashback?. They will 
then use their iPads and find as many examples of flashbacks in films 
they know (up, war horse, in fact almost ALL Disney films!!) noting the 
device used to signify a timeline changed has occurred (fade to black, 
wormholes, lightening, character looks upwards). 
 
GPS: How to show that a flashback has occurred in your writing, and 
how to signal the reader that you have brought them back to present 
day: key phrases, ellipsis, memories, flashes etc to show where the 
timeline has been changed… 
 
The class will then pick a character (other than PT Barnum) and write 
a childhood flashback into their adult circus story - and assess each 
others flashback whether it is relevant to their character and whether it 
really adds to the audiences understanding of why they ended up in 
Barnum's circus. 
 
STEM:  
The theme will be linked to the accounting firm where Barnum starts 
out and gets fired. The class will be inundated with accounts to settle 
and work out - hitting home the skills of money and using money and 
the four operations.  
Their second challenge this week will be to create items for the 
elephants to juggle - spheres, dodecahedrons, pyramids etc and 
create a fact file for each shape. Then they will make them from hand-
drawn nets and colour them in Barnum’ colours. We may even test 
their juggling capabilities! 
Sound part 1: what is sound? what does it look like? 
The class will try and draw ‘sound’. Then we will complete a series of 
challenges: 

1. Can you trap sound? 
2. Can sound travel round corners? 
3. How do you make a sound louder? 
4. Why can't you hear in a crowded room and very far away from 

an object. 
Then they will draw sound waves and measure the differences 

  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the 

appropriate form and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where 

necessary 
● in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters and 

settings in what students have read, listened to or seen performed 
●  Assessing the effectiveness of my own/others’ writing suggesting 

improvement. 
●  Proposing changes to grammar and vocabulary to improve consistency, 

including the accurate use of pronouns in sentences. 
 
● reading skills also as outlined above 
 
●  round any number to the nearest 10, 100 or 1000. 
●  solve number and practical problems that involve all of the above with 

increasingly larger numbers. 
●  recognise and describe increasingly harder sequences – decimals, fractions. 
●  estimate, compare and calculate different measures, including money in 

pounds and pence. 
●  compare and classify geometric shapes including quadrilaterals and 

triangles. 
● Identify lines of symmetry in 2D shapes presented in different orientations. 
● Complete a simple symmetric figure with respect to a specific line of 

symmetry. 
 

● identify how sounds are made, associating some of them with something 
vibrating 

● recognise that sounds get fainter as the distance from the sound source 
increases 

 



between wavelengths. 
https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/community/collection/12746/year-4-
sound  
 
Reading Tree: This week we will look at bullet points, numbering and 
read different types of instructions for how to learn to Poi. We will finish 
by looking at a youtube video and discuss whether it is more effective 
in conveying instructions, similarities in language etc. 
 
 

Friday 27th April  

Learning Experiences: 
 
Friday Big Write: Letter 1 
Barnum (aged 45) writes a letter to his 10 year old self with advice on 
what to avoid/ensure. 
 
Messy Maths: Barnum has quit his job at the accountancy firm and 
needs to work out how much money he needs to charge for tickets at 
the circus to make enough money per week to pay his bills/rent/school 
fees etc. 
 
PE/ Sports:  athletics skills and drills 

Skills:  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the 

appropriate form and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where 

necessary 
● use effective tools such as flashbacks to develop characters 
 
●  use place value, known and derived facts to multiply and divide mentally 

including –  1. 0 and 1   2.dividing by 1       3.multiplying together 3 numbers 
●  recognise factor pairs and commutativity in mental calculations. 
●  multiply using formal written layout –  1.TO x O          2.HTO x O 
●  multiply by 10, 100 and 1000 mentally. 
●  divide by 10, 100 and 1000 mentally. 

 

WEEK 3 THEME:   A Million Dreams (reprise/flash forward) 

Monday 30th April – Wednesday 2nd May  

Learning Experiences:  
In the film we then look a ‘flash forward’ and how in the film we are 
returned to the present timeline where he sings ‘A Million Dreams’. 
Once we have linked our flashback skills to flash forwards, we will 
focus on the song and the question - what are our ‘Million dreams’ for 
the future. We will continue on in the story to the creation of the ‘Show’ 
- why he chose those particular people and how attitudes have 
changed between now (where it would be unacceptable to exploit 
them) and then. 
 
World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions 
How does your childhood shape your future? Can you achieve 
anything you want? What are your ‘million dreams? What do you 
envision your future world to look like? 
 
Learning about & through Film: Film Analysis/ Film Making 
 

Skills: 

 
● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such 

choices can change and enhance meaning 
● proposing changes to vocabulary, grammar and punctuation to enhance 

effects and clarify meaning 
● ensuring the consistent and correct use of tense throughout a piece of writing 
● make inferences from the text, explain and justify evidence from the text.  
 
● Composing and rehearsing sentences orally (including dialogue), 

progressively building a varied/rich vocabulary and an increasing range of 

https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/community/collection/12746/year-4-sound
https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/community/collection/12746/year-4-sound


English: Carousel 
Discussion: What would be our million dreams? 
Students will then work independently to create their future world: 
where will they live, what hours will they work, how many children will 
they have, what music they will listen to, what will be on the news, will 
they have a pet, will poverty exist… The students will then write their 
own dreams in a poem, which we will perform and record with 
emphasis on pauses. 
 
GPS:  Format, imagery and rhyme in songs: orally clarifying rhyming 
couplets, spacing and grouping of verse in different types of poetry. 
Reiterating poetry doesn't have to rhyme. Saying it helps the rhyme. 
 
The students will then write their own ‘Million Dreams’ into a poetic 
format, which we will perform and record with emphasis on pauses. 
 
STEM: Each of the groups in class will be focusing on one of the 
characters from Barnums circus and look at the history of that 
particular character.  
We will use our four operations to create and answer word problems 
about the ‘fattest man/tallest man’ etc, how high the juggler throws, 
acrobats fly etc to practice turning word problems into number 
sentences. 
We will then assign the characters their positions in the ring using 
position/movement vocabulary and plot them using coordinates. Using 
a battleships style pairing we will explore reflection, translation and 
rotation of their lineup around the ring - finishing with a plotted diagram 
for each of the shows. 
 
Sound 2: we are going to study the electronic speaker and amplifier 
and how Barnum echoes his voice across the noise of the circus. We 
will then apply it to investigate the perfect location for a speaker in the 
hall and why the Albert Hall has hanging pods. 
 
Reading Tree:  Instructions 3 - inference around an unfamiliar word 
We are going to analyse comprehension skills with challenging 
language. What do the words mean and can they guess how they are 
suppose to complete the directions. eg. slowly immerse the subject 
into the solution… 
 

sentence structures. 
● Organising paragraphs around a theme. 
●  read aloud my own writing, to a group/whole class, using appropriate 

intonation and controlling the tone and volume so that the meaning is clear. 
 
● other reading skills as above 
 
● add numbers with up to 4 digits using the column method. 
● subtract numbers with up to 4 digits using the column method. 
● estimate and use inverse operations to check answers to a calculation. 
● solve addition and subtraction 2 step problems in context, deciding on which 

operations and methods to use and why. 
● Describe positions on a 2D grid as coordinates in the first quadrant. 
● Describe movements between positions as translations of a given unit to the 

left/ right and up/ down. 
● Plot specified points and draw sides to complete a given polygon. 
 
● recognise that vibrations from sounds travel through a medium to the ear 
●  find patterns between the pitch of a sound and features of the object that 

produced it 
● find patterns between the volume of a sound and the strength of the 

vibrations that produced it. 
 

Friday 4th May 

Learning Experiences:  
 
Friday Big Write: Letter 2 

Skills:  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the 

appropriate form and using other similar writing as models for their own 



The bearded lady writes a letter to a newspaper explaining why they 
should change their attitude and persuading them that the future is 
acceptance of differences. 
 
Messy Maths:  
The ‘fattest man’ calculations get harder when he goes to the moon for 
a week. Is he heavy or lighter? Word problems around weight and 
scaling, 10% of weight problems for a challenge! 
 
PE/ Sports: athletics skills and drills 

● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where 
necessary 

● in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters and 
settings in what students have read, listened to or seen performed 

● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such 
choices can change and enhance meaning in narratives, describing settings, 
characters and atmosphere and integrating dialogue to convey character and 
advance the action using a wide range of devices to build cohesion within and 
across paragraphs 

●  solve problems involving multiplying and adding, including using the 
distributive law to multiply 2 digit and 1 digit numbers. 

●  solve integer scaling problems. 
 

WEEK 4 THEME:    Life on the Road 

Tuesday 8th May  – Wednesday 9th May 

Learning Experiences: This week we will watch the section where the 
circus house in New York burns down and they take the show on the 
road. The class will investigate what life on the road in the 1820’s 
would be like, and visualise what it would be like and feel like for those 
people moving through different places with different attitudes. We will 
then watch a clip of the Channel 5 series: Circus Kids and imagine 
what life would be like in 2018 if we ran away to join the circus. 
http://www.channel5.com/show/circus-kids-our-secret-world/  
 
World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions 
What would it be like to leave friends and family? What effect would it 
have on the people together? Would your fellow circus performers be 
like family? Why would people choose to go? 
 
Learning about & through Film: Film Analysis/ Film Making 
 
English: After reading a series of letters and read excerpts of 
travellers on the road students will group their experiences into 
common themes in hoops on the classroom floor. 
 
GPS:  Paragraphing in letters (and other text types). 
 
STEM: The Circus Kids have no teacher. How do they learn 
multiplication and division? Year 4 will attempt to email them some tips 
by explaining (and themselves revising) the four operations. This will 
lead to a Maths display with some memorable phrases to remember 
which way to move numbers and which methods to use. 
 
Reading Tree:  using the parachute we are going to look at presenting 

Skills: 

 
●  selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such 

choices can change and enhance meaning 
● using a wide range of devices to build cohesion within and across paragraphs 
● assessing the effectiveness of their own and others’ writing 
● Use of paragraphs to organise ideas around a theme. 
 
● reading skills as before 
 
●  add numbers with up to 4 digits using the column method. 
● subtract numbers with up to 4 digits using the column method. 
● estimate and use inverse operations to check answers to a calculation. 
●  multiply and divide using formal written layout –  1.TO x O          2.HTO x O 
 

 

http://www.channel5.com/show/circus-kids-our-secret-world/


and ordering instructions on how to play a parachute game.  

Friday 11th May 

Learning Experiences: 
 
Friday Big Write: Letter 3 
A letter to home to explain what life is like on the road focusing 
paragraphs on a) practice of skills b) food and accomodation life 
c)what it's like to perform each night d) missing home 
 
Messy Maths: You are earning £130 a week in the circus. What do 
you spend it on? It must add up to £130 and include food, transport 
and bills…  
 
PE/ Sports:  athletics skills and drills 

Skills:  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the 

appropriate form and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where 

necessary 
● using a wide range of devices to build cohesion within and across paragraphs 
● Use of paragraphs to organise ideas around a theme. 
 
●  solve number and practical problems that involve all of the above with 

increasingly larger numbers. 
●  estimate, compare and calculate different measures, including money in 

pounds and pence. 
 

WEEK 5 THEME: DC5 & KS2  End of Key Stage Test Week         Circ-du-Soleil Acrobatics 

Monday 14th May – Thursday 17th May  (No Crew This Week) 

Learning Experiences: 
This week will be looking at the incredible acrobatics scene in the film 
where they use weights and pulleys to create the illusion of flying. The 
song ‘Rewrite the Stars’ and the complicated relationship they form will 
bring together all our previous work; we have the analysis of the song, 
the flashbacks of both characters and discussion of attitudes back then 
of class segregation and race separation which the characters 
overcome and create equality. 
 
World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions 
 
Learning about & through Film: Film Analysis/ Film Making 
 
English: Carousel - analysis of the song using coloured pencils to 
underline features, second activity is to storyboard the flashbacks of 
both characters and final teacher led discussion of attitudes back then 
of class segregation and race separation which the characters 
overcome. 
 
GPS: revision of key terms covered throughout the year. 
 
STEM: This week we will be looking at the angles and shapes an 
acrobat makes. On film stills of the two characters we will measure the 
angles of the character from vertical (90) or horizontal (0) to integrate 
vocabulary and practise using a protractor. On the playground we will 
then draw and order acute and obtuse angles, and learn about reflex 
angles. Their second task will be to work out how to balance their 

Skills: 

 
  
● Assessing the effectiveness of my own/others’ writing suggesting 

improvement. 
● Proposing changes to grammar and vocabulary to improve consistency, 

including the accurate use of pronouns in sentences. 
● proof-read for spelling and punctuation errors. 
● maintain attention and participate actively in collaborative conversations, 

staying on topic and initiating and responding to comments. 
● use spoken language to develop understanding through speculating, 

hypothesising, imagining and exploring ideas. 
● speak audibly and fluently and with an increasing command of Standard 

English. 
● participate in – 1.discussions             2.performances      3.role play      

4.improvisations    5.debates. 
●  consider and evaluate different viewpoints, attending to and building on 

contribution of others. 
● can select and use appropriate registers for effective communication. 
 



weight using pulley and wheels and sand bags as they do in the circus 
and convert between g and kg and t. Using lego versions of 
themselves and a series of meccano wheels/cogs/ropes they will have 
to work out how long the string, and how much weight will ‘make them 
fly’. 
 
The Ear: as part of our sound topic we will look at how the ear receives 
sound waves and converts them by creating yoghurt pot telephones 
and making model ears to learn the parts of the ear. 
 
Reading Tree: We will read and analyze the lyrics to ‘This is Me’ and 
discuss what ‘being me’ is all about. 
 

● Identify acute and obtuse angles and compare and order angles up to two 
right angles by size. 

● Compare and classify geometric shapes, including quadrilaterals and 
triangles, based on their properties and sizes.  

● Convert between different units of measure eg kilogram to gram 
 

● recognise that vibrations from sounds travel through a medium to the ear 
 

Friday 18th May 

Learning Experiences: 
 
Friday Big Write: Letter 4 
This week Year 4 will write a secret letter from Philips mother to Philip 
telling him to ignore society's disapproval and marry the girl (Anne) he 
loves despite her race and status. 
 
Messy Maths: A series of number of pulleys, weights and angles of 
acrobatics problems for them to measure using protractors, convert 
units and approach logically. 
 
PE/ Sports:  athletics skills and drills 

Skills:  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the 

appropriate form and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where 

necessary 
● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such 

choices can change and enhance meaning in narratives, describing settings, 
characters and atmosphere and integrating dialogue to convey character and 
advance the action using a wide range of devices to build cohesion within and 
across paragraphs 

● can plot specified points and draw sides to complete a given polygon. 
● can identify acute and obtuse angles. 
● can order angles by size 

 

WEEK 6 THEME:  Circus’ Today 

Monday 21st May – Wednesday 23rd May  (Y6 Trip to Youlbury – Friday CPD Day) 

Learning Experiences: This week we will review the film ending and 
the moral stories in the film:  not judging by appearances, following 
your heart, dream big, never give up and finding a new family in 
friends. We will also compare and contrast the film to actual real life 
Circus by watching Episode 3 of Circus Kids. We will evaluate our 
circus skills and see how far we got and what skills we needed to 
succeed. 
 
World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions 
Did you succeed in learning to juggle? Would you join a circus? Would 
you live a life on the road? Do you need bravery to be in a circus? Who 
is the bravest person you know? 
 
Learning about & through Film: Film Analysis/ Film Making 

Skills: 

 
● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such 

choices can change and enhance meaning 
● how to use layout devices such as headings, sub-headings, bullets, and 

tables to structure text 
●  consider and evaluate different viewpoints, attending to and building on 



 
English: 
Writing a film review for The Times on The Greatest Showman. The 
students will be presented with a series of real-life critics revies by 
newspapers, magazines and bloggers about the Greatest Showman. 
Once we have read and discussed others views, the class will using 
the language and format in their own writing to produce a similar 
critique and balanced argument using appropriate paragraphs. 
 
GPS: Persuasive techniques - using facts and figures to present a 
point of view. Students will write their final letter - for ‘seeing the bank 
manager’ to loan them more money. 
 
STEM:  
The final accountancy challenge for the class will be to create a logical 
approach to large numbers. We are going to attempt to work out how 
much The Greatest Showman cost and (to date) how much money it 
has made. We will also review all of the shapes we have learnt and 
create one final display and presentation of circus shapes. 
 
Review of sound and different wavelengths. We will create the music 
for two sections of the film - the ringmasters entrance and the bearded 
ladies emotional solo. They will use their iPads and garageband to 
create two pieces of music and compare and contrast the wavelengths 
depicted on the app. 
 
Reading Tree: Reading other peoples reviews of the Greatest 
showman online and summarising what they have read. 

contribution of others. 
●  select and use appropriate registers for effective communication. 
 
● analyse own progress and identify areas of success and where further 

development is needed. 
● Be able to suggest ways of improving own work 
 
● estimate and use inverse operations to check answers to a calculation. 
● solve addition and subtraction 2 step problems in context, deciding on which 

operations and methods to use and why. 
● solve number and practical problems that involve all of the above with 

increasingly larger numbers. 
● Compare and classify geometric shapes, including quadrilaterals and 

triangles, based on their properties and sizes.       
 
● identify how sounds are made, associating some of them with something 

vibrating 
●  recognise that vibrations from sounds travel through a medium to the ear 
●  find patterns between the pitch of a sound and features of the object that 

produced it 
●  find patterns between the volume of a sound and the strength of the 

vibrations that produced it 
●  recognise that sounds get fainter as the distance from the sound source 

increases. 

 


